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Static analysis of software, the computalional complexity 
of such analyses, advanced type systems, and provably · 
secure programming languages. 
Research Description 
As attempts are made to automate the software develop· 
ment process through rapid prototyping and olher means, 
there is an increasing need for new forms of automated 
analyses of specifications and code. These analyses can 
provide useful information about functionality and behav· 
1or t.hal can aid in the software design process. The goal of 
the Advanced Type Systems Project at NPS is to develop 
new forms of static analyses within lhe well-underslood 
context of type syslems . Its current members include 
Geoffrey Smith at Florida International University and 
Professor Irvine al NPS . Consult the URL http : I I 
www .cs.nps.navy . mil/research/languages/ 
for more information and copies of published papers. 
Currently there are lwo major research lhrusts in the 
project. One involves developing the type-theoretic foun-
dation for sound polymorphic typing in the popular imper-
alive programming languages C. A sound type system for 
a polymorphic dialect of K&R C has been developed. It is 
very well known that getting soundness in the context of 
polymorphism and poinlers. or references, is difficult. The 
system was proved sound with respect to a natural seman-
tics for core C. The lype system of Edinburgh LCF ML 
was also proved sound . Although widely conjectured to 
be sound, its soundness ac tually remained an open prob· 
lem for almost 20 years. This part of the project is cur-
rently being supported by the NSF. 
The second major lhrust of the project is the development 
o f a secure information fl ow type system. Based on the 
Faculty Research Catalog 
work above, we have developed a type system for stati-
cally checking programs in a basic imperative program-
ming language for illegal information flow. This is useful 
in the context of Web programming where perhaps a 
downloaded script attempts to make some sensitive infor-
mation about the user, say a mail folder, publicly available 
by mailing it to everyone. Such unauthorized disclosures 
would be prevented if the script were type checked in our 
system prior to execution. 
Relevance to DoN/DoD 
New programming methodologies and support for soft· 
ware development is extremely imponant to DoN and 
DoD. The rising cost of developing and maintaining soft-
ware for military applications has made new software 
development technology imperative . The Advanced 
Research Projects Agency llas developed a research 
agenda with several major thrusls, two of which are rapid 
prototyptng and megaprogramming. Critical to the success 
of both areas arc more flexible type systems which the 
Advanced Type Systems Project addresses directly. 
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